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Lab #5  Molecular Modeling using TINKER Part I. 
Please record the text output (the last 20 lines) from each calculation and capture screen snapshots for the 

lab report. 

###################  

# INTRODUCTION # 

################### 

1. Installing TINKER 

TINKER is a molecular modeling package developed at Washington University Medical School. Force Field 

Explorer (FFE) is a graphical interface to TINKER molecular modeling program.  
 

The TINKER-FFE installation package for Mac, Windows or Linux can be downloaded from 

https://dasher.wustl.edu/tinker/ (choose “Tinker-FFE Installer for xxx”). By default, Tinker-FFE will be 

installed under your username (don’t change the location!). Check all (including APBS and FFT) options during 

installation. Uncheck “pdb” on the file association window if you want pymol to remain the default viewer. This 

will install into your user folder for writing permission. 

 

Windows users, read this section: 

After installation, using File Explorer to locate the FFESetupWin.bat file inside “Tinker-FFE\”, double click to 

run it.  On Windows, by default, Tinker and FFE are installed in the “C:\Users\username\Tinker-FFE\”, where 

“username” is your username in Windows.  

• If you encounter an error related to “initialization of VM” when running some of the commands later, exit 

FFE, run the “FFESetupWin.bat” (as administrator if necessary), and restart FFE. If you still has trouble, 

run the bat file inside Tinker-FFE/ffe/ as well. 
 

Below we will refer to “C:\Users\username\Tinker-FFE\tinker” as %TINKER% (the FFESetupWin.bat you 

ran set this shortcut for you).  

 

If your “username” has any blank space in it, it is strongly recommended to install the Tinker-FFE in another 

folder (e.g. C:/myprogram). Or you need manual edit key file later during the lab (see me for details). 
 

Go to section 2.a 
 

Mac users, read this section: 

 you will need go to System Preference (Security & Privacy) to allow the installation. You also need to 

download & install legacy Java SE  for OS X (https://support.apple.com/kb/dl1572?locale=en_US ).  
 

Make sure your texteditor.app preference allows plain text (not rtf). 

Start a terminal, type the following commands (bold italic parts) and hit Enter after each: 

cd          # go to your home folder 

touch   ~/.bash_profile         #Note the “dot” before bash. Touch creates a new file 

open   -e   ~/.bash_profile    #“~” means your home directory (/Users/username) 
 

After the last command, a texteditor window will pop up and opens the file “.bash_profile”, which is a hidden 

file in OS X that is executed every time you start a terminal. Append the following to the end. 

source     /Users/username/Tinker-FFE/FFESetupMac.sh 

Replace “username” above with your actual username. Save and close the texteditor. The “source” command 

executes what is in the xxx.sh file, which tell your system where to find tinker commands. 

After this step, you will be able to access Tinker commands like “analyze” by directly typing it (no need to 

specify path). If you have trouble in a new terminal window, you can manually execute “source   

~/.bash_profile” first. 

 

Type “minimize” in terminal and hit Enter to verfiy. “Ctrl+C” to break out of any command.  
 

https://dasher.wustl.edu/tinker/
https://support.apple.com/kb/dl1572?locale=en_US
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TINKER programs run on command line (via Command Prompt window or Mac/Linux terminal), which is 

convenient for automation, or through the FFE interface. FFE, VMD, or Pymol can be used for visualizing the 

structures and trajectories. 
 

Go to section 2.b 

 

 2.a. Using command prompt in Windows (Skip to 2.b if you use Mac) 

Click on start button and type “cmd”, and hit enter. A windows pop up and you can type in it. 

To change into a directory, type “cd” 

  cd   /d  C:\ 

  cd  %TINKER%\example     

If you have run the FFESetupWin.bat the first time when you install FFE, Windows will replace 

%TINKER% with the correct path. 

  cd  ../   (one level up) 

 

To list files and directory in the folder: 

  dir 

  dir /w 

To execute a command (executable binary file) 

“%TINKER%\bin\analyze.exe”   

Once you hit Enter you will be asked for additional inputs as necessary, or you can list all the input 

parameters after the command in a single line. “analyze.exe” is one of the TINKER commands that print 

out energy for a molecule. You can call any other commands in a similar fashion. You may also specify the 

full path to the command (the double quotes required): C:\Users\yourname\Tinker-

FFE\tinker\bin\analyze.exe. 

To break out a command, close the terminal or hit “ctrl+C” on your keyboard. 

 

How to find out the absolute path to a file or folder using File Explore 

Navigate to %TINKER/example/ directory (or any other directory) in File Explore, click in the address 

bar above and you should now see the full path. 

You may also right click a file name, select Properties to see the path to this file (Location). 

 

To view and edit a text file, type. 

  For a quick peek: notepad file_name (can use this to create a new file) 

  To view/edit formatted text: write file_name  (this opens up wordpad. "file_name” has to exist) 

You can type “echo.>my.txt” to create a new file called my.txt, and then use “write my.txt” to edit it. 

There is NO space between echo, dot, and great sign. 
  

More about Windows cmd: http://www.computerhope.com/issues/chusedos.htm) 
 

2.b. Command line operations for Mac (see 2.a if you use Windows)  

If you are using a Mac/Linux, you can perform similar operations in a terminal. Click on the search sign at the 

upper right corner and type terminal. Click on the terminal program, and you will see a window pops up. You 

can type these commands (exclude the double quotes): 

• use “cd” to change directory. 

• “ls” or “ls  -l” to list files within a directory 

• “pwd” list which directory you are in now 

• “which xxx” ask where is the command xxx (black if not found) 

• “open –e xxx.txt” will open the text file xxx.txt using texteditor. 

• More here: http://www.dummies.com/computers/macs/mac-operating-systems/how-to-use-basic-unix-

commands-to-work-in-terminal-on-your-mac/  

• And here https://ss64.com/osx/  

http://www.computerhope.com/issues/chusedos.htm
http://www.dummies.com/computers/macs/mac-operating-systems/how-to-use-basic-unix-commands-to-work-in-terminal-on-your-mac/
http://www.dummies.com/computers/macs/mac-operating-systems/how-to-use-basic-unix-commands-to-work-in-terminal-on-your-mac/
https://ss64.com/osx/
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3. File formats 

Two files are required to run TINKER calculations: 

  *.xyz and *.key 

For example, open bdna.xyz and bdna.key in “/Users/username/Tinker-FFE/tinker/example” using any text 

editor to see what’s inside. 

   

*.xyz file: 

The first number on the 1st line is how many atoms total. 

There may be a second line that specify the box dimensions if the system is periodic 

The first column is the index 

The second column is the atomic symbol 

The 3 -5th columns are x,y,z coordinates in Angstrom 

The 6th is the “atom type” defined in the *.key file. This is the index tinker uses to assign parameters 

from the key/parameter file. 

The 7th – last columns are lists of atoms that are connected to the current atom 

*.key file 

Key file may have all the actual parameters or a link to the actual parameters file (*.prm) in the first line. 

The parameters specify the bond, angle, torsion, vdW and electrostatic interactions between atoms based 

on the “atom type”. Additional keywords are included in the key file to control other options (more 

later). 

 

*.xyz_2, *.xyz_3,…are new version of the structure files generated as you perform calculations on the 

molecules that change the structure (e.g. energy minimization). 

 

From molecular dynamics simulations, Tinker will generate a series of structures that is named as prefix.001, 

prefix.002… where prefix is the name you set. If you add the “archive” keyword in the prefix.key file before 

starting the MD simulations, however, a single prefix.arc file that has the collection of structures is generated 

instead. (see the last part of this lab). You can use Tinker “archive” command to separate the structure in arc file 

into individual frames or combine individual frames into a single arc file. 

 

If you see an error related to OMP, please set the OPENMP-THREADS in the key file to a number less than 

the # of CPU cores on your computer. This sets how many CPU cores are used in the parallel execution. 

 

4. Visualization with FFE: 

Force Field Explorer (FFE) can read all Tinker related files such as .xyz structure and .arc trajectory files. When 

you use FFE to open an xyz or arc file, you also need a matching key file as explained above. If nothing shows 

up when you open a file, it is likely the path to the “prm” file in the first line of key file is incorrect (FFE cannot 

find it). 

 

In addition, VMD software can visualize TINKER xyz file. 

a. File/New Molecule 

b. Load files for New Molecule  

c. Browse and choose your xyz or arc file 

d. Determine file type: must select Tinker 

e. Load 

VMD can also load TINKER archive file (.arc, containing many structures, used for MD trajectory and movies 

etc.) Once loaded, press the arrow buttons at the bottom of VMD Main window to play the movie. 

 

Pymol can also open xyz and arc files with correct format. Try load a xyz file from 

TINKERPATH\tinker\example directory. 
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You may download the example bearing.arc, bearing.key and mm2.prm from here 

https://biomol.bme.utexas.edu/~pren/courses/bearing/,  open bearing.arc using FFE, VMD or pymol and play 

movies. 

 

https://biomol.bme.utexas.edu/~pren/courses/bearing/
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################### 

#     MODELING      # 

################### 

 

1. Energy evaluation using FFE (analyze) 

a. Start Force Field Explorer. Maximize the main window (black). 

b. Click on “File”, “Open”, choose tinker\example\bearing.xyz. All output files generated below will 

be found in this folder. 

c. Click on the “Modeling Commands” tab right above the black window. Keep “analyze” and check 

“E” or additional options below. The command and options are explained below. 

d. Click on the green “GO” button. After a few seconds, you should see results in the “log” tab. Check 

each energy component based on what we learned about Molecular Mechanics. 

e. Click on the “Keyword Editor” tab, use the pull down menu to select “Solvation Model” (from 

Active Keywords), and “GBSA” from the “SOLVATE” pulldown menu. Rerun step “c”. Now the 

log has solvation energy information. What does positive solvation free energy mean? 

f. Note whatever changes you make to the key file are now saved in bearing.key. You can always 

delete your changes using FFE (e.g. by changing GBSA back to DEFAULT) or using a text editor 

to add/delete specific lines in the bearing.key. 

g. Repeat the calculation but using “bdna.xyz” and GBSA from the example folder. 

 

2. Energy minimization (minimize) 

a. Click on bearing.xyz on the left panel of FFE.  

b. Remove the GBSA option from keyword editor for speed. Uncheck the “save-cycle option too. 

c. Select “minimize” from the Modeling Command tab, change the Convergence criteria (RMS 

gradient) from 0.01 to 0.0001 and hit “GO” 

d. After the minimization completes, a log file is created and a new structure file is also generated and 

saved as “bearing.xyz_2” in tinker\example\. If you run “minimize” again “bearing.xyz_3” will be 

generated. 

e. After examining the log file, you can click on the “Graphics” tab to view the minimized structure. 

You can hide any molecules by clicking on them on the left panel and go to menu 

“Display/Invisible”. Similarly, you can close individual file by using the close button (next to Save 

as) 

f. Use File/Download from NCI to fetch “imatinib” drug molecule, and perform energy minimization 

as above. Examine the key file to see which force field is assigned automatically. Note that the files 

are saved in C:\Users\pren\MolecularTools\NCIdownloads 

 

3. Normal Model analysis (vibrate)  

a. Close all files and re-open bearing.xyz_2 from (2) (minimized to 0.0001). It is important to use the 

minimized structure for the normal mode analysis. 

b. Go to the example folder using File Explorer and delete files with named bearing.001, bearing.002 

etc. and leave only bearing.xyz, bearing.xyz_2, and bearing.key left (don’t delete files with other 

prefix). 

c. Run “vibrate” to compute the Hessian and normal mode frequency. Specify a mode (a number) to 

generate output for visualizing that mode. For example, enter “9” in the Modeling Commands tab, 

run vibrate and a file “bearing.009” will be generated (in tinker/example).  

d. Hit “GO” button. The log file shows all the vibration modes. Because the structure is minimized, the 

first 6 Eigen values should be zero (negative numbers if didn’t minimize). 

e. Use File/open the bearing.009 file from the example folder, and hit Play button in FFE to exam the 

motion. Use the left mouse button to rotate the molecule while the movie plays. 

f. Repeat c) but specify 15 or 20 as the output mode, and compare the different motions. 

4. Molecular dynamics simulations (dynamic) 

a. Open bearing.xyz_2 
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b. Edit the key file to include “solvate GBSA” and “archive”. “archive” is an output control that 

request all structures are stored in one .arc file instead of individual .001, .002…etc. You can use 

text editor or FFE interface to achieve this. The key file should read as (order does not matter) 

PARAMETERS        ../params/mm3 

archive 

 

 

c. Choose dynamic in the Modeling commands and set the parameters below 

• Number of MD step: 10000 

• Time step: 1 fs 

• Dump time: every 0.5 ps (#this means saving 20 frames total) 

 

d. The simulation will take 1-2 minutes. Once finished, close all files, open “bearing.arc”, 

“Display/Spacefill”, click on the Play button for the MD movie.  

 

More archive files in TINKER: 

When running dynamic simulations, if you have “archive” as a keyword in your .key file, a single trajectory file 

will be generated (xxx.arc) containing all frames. Otherwise, individual frames (xxx.001, xxx.002…) will be 

generated. You set the frequency of dumping frames as part of MD input. But you can convert between the two 

formats easily. 

To extract an archive file (xxx.arc) into individual files (xxx.001, xxx.002…) using “archive” command, 

start a cmd window and then 

cd %TINKER%\example   #this where your arc file is located; a matching xxx.key file is required 

%TINKER%\bin\archive xxx.arc    #You will be asked for starting, ending frames and intervals 

 

You may combine a number individual files into a single archive file as well using the archive 

command. 
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Below is FYI only. Use if you have trouble with the FFE interface (e.g. VM error). 

You can perform the same calculations as above but using command line operations. 

• Open a cmd window  

• Use “cd” to change your working directory to “%TINKER% \example” (you may choose any other 

directories if you understand the directory structures). 

 

Energy evaluation (analyze.exe) 

1. Run “cmd” in Windows.  

2. Type “cd %TINKER\tinker\example” to enter the “example” directory that you copied. 

3. Run the analyze.exe command by typing:  

“%TINKER%\tinker\bin\analyze.exe” bearing.xyz 

or 

“..\bin\analyze.exe” bearing.xyz 

“..” means going up one directory level and then into the “bin” directory 

4. Pick different options when asked (you may use combination of the 

a. E gives energy 

b. P list parameters used. 

c. M list molecular electric moments 

d. Any combination of the above 

5. Try another molecule in the test directory. 

6. To Dump your results into a text log file for viewing in a text editor later: 
“..\bin\analyze.exe” bearing.xyz  e > bearing.log 

 

Energy minimization (minimize.exe) 

1. Repeat step 1-2 from the above and then run: 

 

..\bin\minimize.exe bearing.xyz 0.0001 

 

Note a new file bearing.xyz_2 is produced after minimization. Any new commands operates on bearing.xyz 

should use bearing.xyz_2 (subsequent minimize will result in bearing.xyz_3 etc. unless xyz_2 is removed). Use 

vmd to visualize the structure after minimization (specific “file type” Tinker). 

 

FYI: There are alternative energy minimization commands in tinker: optimize.exe, newton.exe. “Minimize” 

uses a low storage BFGS nonlinear optimizer. J. Nocedal and S. J. Wright, "Numerical Optimization",  

Springer-Verlag New York, 1999, Section 9.1 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limited-memory_BFGS) 

“Optimize” uses an optimally conditioned variable metric method. D. F. Shanno and K-H. Phua,  Journal of 

Optimization Theory and Applications, 25, 507-518 (1978) 

“Newton” uses a truncated newton method. R. S. Dembo and T. Steihaug, "Truncated-Newton Algorithms for 

Large-Scale Unconstrained Optimization", Mathematical Programming, 26, 190-212 (1983) 

 

Normal model analysis 
 

a. Use the bearing.xyz_2 from above (minimized to 0.0001). It is important to use the minimized structure 

for the normal mode analysis.  

b. Delete files named bearing.001, bearing.002 etc. and should only have bearing.xyz, bearing.xyz_2, and 

bearing.key left. 

 

Next use “vibrate.exe” to compute the Hessian and normal mode frequency. Note that because you minimized 

the structure, the first 6 Eigen values should be zero (if you didn’t minimize you will see negative numbers).  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limited-memory_BFGS
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You may specify which mode/vibration to output structures for. For example, if you specify 9, or 20, a file 

called bearing.009 or bearing.020 will be created as a result of the “vibrate”.  You can also specify multiple 

modes by entering for example “9 20”. These files can be played in VMD as a movie to demonstrate the motion 

of the specific modes. 

 

To dump the text output into a file instead of the screen, do 

 

..\bin\vibrate.exe bearing.xyz_2  9  > bearing.log 

 

The output, bearing.log, contains all the vibrational frequencies from the normal mode analysis. The number 

“9” is chosen to record the 9th mode but you can try any others. 

 

Molecular dynamics simulations (dynamic.exe) 

g. Use the bearing.xyz_2 from above (minimized to 0.0001) 

h. Delete any files named bearing.* but bearing.xyz, bearing.xyz_2, and bearing.key. 

i. Open your bearing.key (write bearing.key) and add “archive” keyword at the bottom on a 

separate line, save and exit. 

 

Starting from the minimized bearing.xyz_2 and perform constant temperature MD simulations. You can run 

“..\bin\dynamic.exe  bearing.xyz_2” interactively or input all the parameters: “..\bin\dynamic bearing.xyz_2 

10000 1.0 0.5 2 500  > mydynlog” (you will understand the parameters once you run through the interactive 

mode). 

 

Use 1 fs as the time step and run the simulation for 10 ps, and write out the structure every 0.1 ps. Choose 

Constant Temperature option, and set the temperature to 500 K. 

 

Visualize the trajectory and play the movie (bearing.arc file) in FFE or VMD.  

 

 

 

 

 

To model the solvent effect implicitly using Generalized Born method, add this line 

to the bearing.key file using wordpad 

 

solvate GBSA 


